February 1979: The guerrilla forces which were detached to the area attacked three enemy positions which were completely wiped out and captured nine AR15s, small cannons, bazukas and machine guns.

November 1979: In clean-up operations which took place in Kuali, our main forces were involved in great clashes during which many Indonesian soldiers were killed, and various arms were seized, particularly M128s.

March 1979: The enemy was annihilated as a result of an ambush prepared by our forces and more than a dozen arms were seized.

July 1979: In the area of Laivai our forces attacked the enemy and seized some M128s and Usis. Near Moro during an ambush Springfield (Springfield rifles) was seized.

November 1979: At Nanahafa, near Los Palos, our forces set up an ambush for three vehicles and seized food, and more than twenty arms such as M12s, 03s, SKSs, revolvers and Galax machine guns.

January 1980: During an ambush attack near Luro, 3 LIs were seized, as were 2 LIs in Saalari, near Laga.

February 1980: On the Laga-Laivai road, our forces set up an ambush for a military vehicle and were able to seize food and about 10 arms, including M128s and AR15s.

March 1980: Our forces attacked various enemy positions in Zumalai and chased them away, as well as seizing food and uniforms.

June 1980: Our forces made attacks to several enemy positions in the environs of Dili, seizing uniforms. In Manabia, the Indonesian soldiers were all killed.

August 1980: Our forces were not successful upon an attack made to the village of Gagua but arms and munitions were seized.

These were the most important attacks carried out by our forces without mentioning the thousands of battles held as enemy to the invader.

Long live the heroic resistance of the Austrin Naurere People!
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